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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that he "trace-free" differential invariants of triples of vector 1-forms form a space 
of dimension 13. Twelve of these are accounted for by constructions based on the known bilinear 
"bracket" of vector 1-forms. We find one that is new, and exhibit it in various forms, including 
one that shows an unusual symmetry: it alternates in the three vector 1-forms and is a tensor of 
type (1,2), symmetric n its covariant part. Two-dimensional manifolds admit yet another new 
invariant. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The general problem of f inding tensor differential invariants of tensor fields 
without the intervention of a connection is almost as far from being settled as 
when initial attempts were made, notably by E. Noether [12]. Still, these 
invariants are indispensable in the classification of tensor fields, in studying 
" integrabi l i ty"  of tensor fields, and are of interest in unif ied field theory, e.g. 
[2-4, 6-8]. 
This paper deals with a very limited class: first order "trace-free" differential 
invariants of three (or more) vector 1-forms (tensor fields of type (1, 1)). It thus 
continues previous work on invariants of pairs of vector 1-forms, the bil inear 
bracket [h,k]. The latter is a tensor field of type (1,2) given by [5] 
[h, k](u, o) = [hu, ko] + [ku, ho] - k([hu, o] + [u, hv]) 
(1. 1) 
- h([ku, o] + [u, ko]) + (hk+ kh)[u, o] 
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as a function on vector fields u, v. All terms on the right are Lie brackets of 
vector fields; the bracket notation on the left originates from the fact that [u, u], 
the Lie derivative [u, h], and [h, k] are part of a graded Lie algebra, see [5]. 
The original paper in which (1.1) appeared also contained a somewhat 
mysterious formula which has recently given rise to a derivation of the tensor 
algebra. Recall that a derivation of the tensor algebra of a manifold is a linear, 
type-preserving map of tensor fields which commutes with contractions and 
obeys Leibnitz' law for tensor products. (Best known examples are directional 
h,k covariant derivatives VuT and the Lie derivative.) This derivation, D u T, is 
determined by two non-commuting vector 1-forms h, k, is defined by its action 
on functions and vector fields [10]: 
f Dhu'kf = d f ( (hk -  kh)u), 
(1.2) h k D u' o = [(hk - kh)u, v] + ([ku, h] - k[u, h])o 
= ([o, kh] - [v, h ]k -  [ho, kl)u 
and is, like Vu, dependent on u only in undifferentiated form. If hk-kh  is 
rhh, k T is a covariant derivative [11]. It generalizes ainvertible, then ~tS (h k_  kh)-  lu 
connection for almost-quaternion manifolds [14]. 
As (1.2) shows, hk D u' o is expressible in terms of Lie derivatives that do not 
involve u. Also, the action h k D u' o~ on a 1-form o~ can be expressed in terms of 
exterior derivatives not involving u. However, the action D~'kl on a vector 
1-form l is not similarly expressible in terms of the bracket (1.1), the only 
connection-free differential operation on vector 1-forms known until now. 
Instead, it involves the new invariant developed in this paper. 
We develop here a complete classification of "trace-free" differential in- 
variants of triples of vector 1-forms. Several examples can immediately be 
constructed from (1.1): 
(1.3) h[k, l]u, [hk, llu, [h, kl]u, [h, k]lu, ([h, k]u)l (cycl. h, k, l). 
These come to a total of 15. It was known [5] that there are three relations 
between these, see (5.10). We will show below that, for spaces of dimension 
___3: 
(1) The relations (5.10) are the only linear relations with constant coefficients 
between (1.3), so the invariants (1.3) span a 12-dimensional space; 
(2) The totality of trace-free differential invariants of triples of vector 
1-forms is 13-dimensional, so there is exactly one additional invariant. 
(3) The minimal expression for the new invariant J1 consists of 6 terms (by 
comparison, (1.1) can be reduced tO 4 terms, see (4.2)), and has cyclic symmetry 
in h, k, l, see (5,9). 
(4) By adding terms from (1.3), we obtain a 24-term expression J4 (see (615)) 
which alternates in h, k, l and is symmetric in its vector variables u, o. This 
contrasts harply with (1.1), which is symmetric in h, k and alternates in u, o. 
Also, J4 is the essential part of J1, in the sense that all parts of other symmetry 
types are sums of terms (1.3). 
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In the case of 2 dimensions there is an additional invariant; see Theorem 8 
below. 
Sections 2 and 3 below give background results on the independence of the 
basic building blocks of trace-free invariants of any number of vector 1-forms, 
and relate the linearity in u over the functions (meaning that u is not differ- 
entiated) to cycles in a particular graph. The remaining sections deal with the 
case of three vector 1-forms in greater detail. The use of graphs shows clearly 
that certain long expressions cannot be simplified, and provides a guide as to 
which calculations can be fruitfully performed. 
We postpone the study of the relations between the new invariant and Du h'k 
to a future paper. It will involve the (generalized) torsion and curvature, and 
just for the torsion alone the study of invariants of four  vector 1-forms is 
expected to be crucial. 
As to notation, we denote the Lie derivative by [u, T] instead of the more 
usual LPuT. The main properties we use are (Z denotes a vector field or a 
vector 1-form, f a function) 
(1.4) f [u, hZ] = [u,h]Z+h[u, Z]
[fu, h] =f lu ,  h] - u@df  . h + h . u@df  . 
In addition, we use the well-known fact that any vector 1-form which depends 
linearly on a vector field u is a contraction of a tensor of type (1, 2) with u iff 
the dependence on u is linear over the functions. 
2. INDEPENDENCE PROPERTIES 
In this section we show that certain products of vector 1-forms and their Lie 
derivatives are linearly independent over the constants. The context is that of 
generic vector 1-forms, that are totally independent of each other, and not 
bound by any restrictions on their values. The independence of those products 
can thus be proved by exhibiting specific vector 1-forms whose values are such 
that of the products under consideration exactly one, any one, is not zero. 
Let Eij denote the n × n matrix of all zeros, except for a 1 in the position at 
row i, column j.  Then EijEkl = 8jkEit. The sequence of 2n - 1 matrices 
(2.1) E11, El2, E22, E23 .. . . .  En-  1, n, Enn 
has the property that the product of any consecutive members in the order listed 
does not vanish, while the product of these in any other order is zero. 
LEMMA 1. Let  h 1 .. . .  ,h s, s<2d im(X) - l ,  be generic vector 1-forms, u a 
generic vector f ieM and f a generic function, all in a manifo ld X.  Let  ~ be a 
permutat ion o f  { 1 . . . . .  s} and t ~ { 1 . . . . .  s}. Then the products 
(2.2) A~,t = h~o).., h~( 0 • u @df .  h~(t + 1)"" hn(s), 
for  all r~ and t, are linearly independent over the constants. 
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PROOF. Choose any local coordinate system, and denote the matrix of com- 
ponents of a vector 1-form h by h. Take for 
hn(1) ... . .  h~r( t ), u @ d f , hn( t+ 1) .. . . .  hn(s) 
the first s+ 1 of the list (2.1). For u®df=Ei j  this means u = O/Ox i, f=x  j. Then 
A~,t¢:O, andA~;r=0 for (n ; t ' )¢ (n , t ) .  • 
REMARK. It is well known that the products of 2n matrices of size n are 
linearly dependent [1]. 
LEMMA 2. Let  h 1 . . . . .  h s, s < 2 d im(X) -  1, be generic vector 1-forms, and u a 
generic vector field, all in a manifo ld X.  Let  n be a permutat ion o f  { 1 .. . .  , s}, 
p, q non-negative integers such that p + q < s, and 
(2.3) nn, p, q = hn(1) ... h~co). [hn(p + 1)"" hn(p+q)U, hn(p+q+ 1)]" hn(p+q+2)"" hn(s). 
Then the Bn, p, q, with g ,p ,q  ranging over all admissible values, are linearly 
independent over the constants. 
PROOF. Choose any local coordinate system, and denote the matrix of com- 
ponents of a vector 1-form h by h. Given any n,p ,q  we exhibit h i . . . . .  h s and 
u for which B~,p,q--/:O, and Bn, p,,q,=O if (n' ,p' ,q')-- / :(n,p,q).  
For h~co+ 0 .. . . .  h~6o+q) we take the first q of (2.1), in this order, the last 
one being Ec~(q)C,(q+l), where q~(i)= L(i+ l ) /2 J .  (Note: the next E, namely 
g(a(q+l)O(q+2 ) is not used.) For hn(l),...,hn(p) we take, in this order, 
E~b(q + 2)~p(q +3) . . . . .  g¢(q +p + 1)q~(q +p + 2) ; we set 
hn(p+q+ 1) =X 1 "g(~(p+q+2)¢~(p+q+3), 
and for hn(p+q+2) .. . . .  h.(s) we take, in order, 
We set 
Eo(p+q+ 3)gp(p+q+4 ), ..., E(p(s+ l)O(s+ 2). 
0 
U-- Ox~(q+ 1). 
With these values 
Bn, p,q= E¢(q+ 2)¢(p+q+ 2)
1 E . [E l~(q+l )  OX (~(qc9 +I)'XEo(p+q+2)O(P+q+3)I O(p+q+3)O(s+2) 
=Eo~(q+2)~(p+q+2 ) ,x  E~(p+q+2)~(p+q+3) E¢)(p+q+3)~(s+2 ) 
= Eo(q+2)~(.p+q+ 2)E~(p+q+ 2)~(p+q+ 3)E~(p+q+ 3)O(s+ 2) 
= Ee(q + 2)e(s + 2) ~ O. 
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Next we explore necessary conditions for Brcp,,q,:/:O. First of all, for 
0 
1)' hrc'(p'+q'+ i)] hrc'(p' + 1)"" hr~'(p' +q') Ox~(q~-'-"-~ 
not to vanish, hn,(p,+q,+ 1) should not be constant, and therefore 
_ 1 hrc'(p' +q" + 1) - x E~b(p+q+ 2)O(p+q+ 3), 
and h~,(p,+l)"" h~,(p,+q,)=El¢(q + 1)- The only products of factors of the forms 
Eli, Ei, i+l to yield El¢(q+l ) are 
{E l l  }El2" '"  Efb(q + 1)- 1,0(q + 1) {Efb(q + l)0(q + 1) }, 
where the optional factors have been placed in braces. Recall that the matrix 
Efb(q + 1)q~(q+ 2) is not among the h's. To analyze what this means, distinguish q 
odd or even. 
case 1. q odd, say q=2i -1 .  Then q~(q)=q~(q+ 1)=i, q~(q+2)=i+ 1, so 
E l¢(q+l )={E l l} ' "E i _ l , i{E i i} ,  Ei, i+ 1 not an "h" .  
I f  hn,(p,+q, ) is not Eii , then Eii has to appear elsewhere, but wherever that 
would be, will produce a zero  Bn,,p,,q, because E i_ l , iE i i  and EiiEi, i+ 1 are  the 
only non-zero products in which Eii can occur, and El, i+ 1 is not among the h's. 
A similar argument applies to Ell,  so hn,(p,+l)=Ell and q=q'. 
case 2. q even, say q=2i. Then q)(q)= i, q)(q+ 1)=q) (q+2)=i+ 1, so 
El¢(q+l)={Ell}...Ei, i+l{Ei+l,i+l}, Ei+l,i+ I not an "h" .  
Hence, if q>0 then h~r,(p,+q,)=Ei, i+ 1 and, as before, Ell=hn,(p,+l). If q=0 
then Ell is not among the h's; either way q=q'. 
In both cases we conclude n ' (p '+ j )= j=n(p+j )  for 1 <_j<_q, q'=q, and 
Bn,,p,,q = hn,(l) • .- hn,(p,)Ecb(p+q+2)~(p+q+3)hn,(p,+q+2)"'" hn'(s), 
where h~,o), ..., hzr,(p,),h~r,(p,+q+2), ...,h~,(s ) are a permutation of 
E(b(q+ 2)O(q+ 3). . . . .  Eo(p+q+ 1)~b(p+q+2), E@(p+q+ 3)O(p+q+4 ) . . . . .  Eq)(s+ I)0(s+2). 
Thus, the E-factors that constitute Bn;p,,q are a permutation of a segment of 
the sequence (2.1), and the only non-vanishing product of these is in order of 
the enumeration i  (2.1). It now follows that p '=p and n '= n. [] 
3. TRACE-FREE INVARIANTS 
I f  h 1 .... ,h s are any vector 1-forms, an expression B~,p,q, as in (2.3), (or A~, t 
as in (2.2)) will be called an B- (or A-) term. The vector space (over R) generated 
by the A-terms (or B-terms) is denoted d s (or ~s) .  Each B-term can, in an 
obvious notation, be written as a[flu, h]y, where a, fl, y are products of h's. Of 
course, a[flu, h]y is R-linear in u, but not Os(X)-linear; in fact, by (1.4) we have 
(3.1) a[flfu, h]y-fa[flu, h]y= -a f l .uQdf .hy+ahf l .u (~df .y .  
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The A-terms on the right will be referred to as correction terms of a[flu, h]y. 
In component notation we have, similarly, 
(a[flu, h]y)~ = a~((flu)~3~h°a - h~r O (flu) r + h~O~(flu)~)y~ 
- ,~ ~ u ~-h~(af l~)u  -h~f l~a u u 
+ h~(O¢fl~)u ~ + h~fl~OeuU)y; 
-taKnr¢o h~,G_,.,,¢h~t3 n¢'~,a ,< ¢ ~ G u 
K lg p r - (~h/~) ] (O~u")~+ (a /b .  (a r ) (hy) ; .  
Also here, the last two terms on the right, containing u in differentiated form, 
are referred to as correction terms; they have the same formal structure as the 
A-terms in (2.2), with (Ou) playing the part of u®df ,  and express the non- 
q~(X)-linearity of a[flu, h]y in u. 
An element of ~s  will be called a trace-free differential invariant of vector 
1-forms hi . . . . .  h s if it is ~(X)-l inear in u; i.e., if it is a contraction of a tensor 
field of type (1,2) with a vector field u. The trace-free differential invariants 
form a subspace, oq's, of ~s .  
THEOREM 1. I f  hi, . . . ,h s are generic vector 1-forms on X, then a linear 
combination with constant coefficients of  B-terms is a trace-free differential 
invariant i f  the same linear combination of  the corresponding correction terms 
vanishes formally. I f  s < 2 d im(X) -  1, then all trace-free differential invariants 
are of  this form. 
PROOF. The first statement is obvious: if the correction terms cancel for- 
mally, then the linear combination of B-terms is tb(X)-linear in u by formal 
calculation, i.e., without any operation on the A-terms other than the collecting 
of coefficients in the linear combination. If  s<2 d im(X) -  1, then by Lemma 
1 the A-terms are linearly independent, so the formal calculation is the only way 
to effect the cancellation of the correction terms. • 
THEOREM 2. Let J be a trace-free differential invariant of  generic vector 
1-forms h 1 . . . . .  hs, where s<2 d im(X) -  1, and let J be formally non-trivial 
(i.e., at least one B-term has a non-zero coefficient) then J is non-trivial (i.e., 
there are specific vector 1-forms h 1 .... , h s for  which J does not vanish). 
PROOF. An immediate consequence of Lemma 2. • 
REMARK. Let J ' (h,k,u)= [hu, k ] -h [u ,k ] ,  then it is easy to show [10] that 
J'(h, k, fu) - f J'( h, k, u) = (hk -  kh )(u@df),  
so J'(h, k, u) is q~(X)-linear in u iff hk = kh. Thus, J'(h, k, u) does not define 
a trace-flee differential invariant of h, k because h, k are not generic vector 
1-forms. This situation is not covered by Theorem 2. Nevertheless, J '  has inter- 
esting properties, see Yano and Ako [13]. 
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4. THE GRAPHICAL PICTURE 
In this section we construct a graph Gs= Gfihl, ..., hs) which enables us to 
find trace-free differential invariants as cycles in G~. The vertices and edges of 
G~ are not A- and B-terms, as we would like, but character strings that denote 
A- and B-terms, respectively. The reason for this formalization is that the use 
of character strings limits the operations that can be performed. For example, 
the character strings, as generators of a vector space, are automatically inearly 
independent. Thus, the vertices and edges are always linearly independent, even 
though the A- and B-terms have only been shown to be linearly independent 
when s < 2 d im(X) -  1; see section 2. 
The vertices of Gs are character strings that denote A-terms (2.2), in which 
"u®df"  is replaced by a dot " * " ;  the characters in the strings are thus 
"h i " ,  .... "hs",  ' ' o ' ' .  Similarly, the edges are character strings that denote 
B-terms (2.3); here the characters are " [ " ,  " , " ,  " ] " ,  "h i " ,  .... "h / ' ,  "u" .  The 
edges are oriented, and the boundary formula is based on the correction term 
expression (3.1) in which "u®df"  has been replaced by a dot , ,e, , :  
(4.1) Oa[flu, hly= -af l .hy+ahf l .y .  
Equation (4.1) defines both the orientation and the endpoints of the edge. The 
a, fl, y are variables that denote appropriate strings of h's. 
Every vertex has a level: the number of characters to the left of the dot "•  " .  
Thus, level(ahfl •y) = 1 + length(c0 + length(fl). An edge always connects two 
vertices at adjacent levels. The label of a vertex at level <s  has at least one 
character to the right of the dot •, hence is of the form a•hfl. The vertices at 
the next higher level to which it is connected, are of the form O~lh~ 2 • y, where 
al, a2 is any splitting of a in two strings, possibly empty. The corresponding 
edge is a~[azu, h]y. Thus, the out-degree of a vertex at level L<s is L+ 1. 
Figure 1 shows the graphs Go(), Gl(h) and Gz(h,k ). Figure 2 shows 
G3(h, k, l). The levels in G3 are arranged in concentric ircles, level 0 on the 
Leve l  2 
Leve l  1 
Leve l  0 0o 
() 
0 
ho 
Gl(h)  
Fig. 1. 
hk, 
h-k 
.hk 
G2(h ,k)  
kh. 
k°h 
.kh 
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outside. The non-trivial automorphism of G2(h ,k) is a reflection in a vertical 
line; it corresponds to the interchange of h, k. The permutations of h, k, l in 
G3(h,k,l ) are represented by rotations and reflections of that graph. No 
drawing of G4(h, k, l, m) is shown; one can realize it in 3-space in such a way 
that the automorphisms (all induced by the permutations of h, k, l, m), are 
visible as isometries. 
The usual homology construction on Gs defines chains, boundary maps, 
boundaries, cycles and homology classes. Of main interest here are the 0-chains 
C0(G~): the formal linear combinations of the vertices, the 1-chains CI(Gs): 
the formal linear combinations of the oriented edges, and the boundary map 
O:Ca(Q)~Co(G~), defined by (4.1) and its linear extension, all over the 
ground field R. The kernel of 0 is Z l (Gs), the 1-cycles; the image is Bo(Q), the 
0-boundaries. Since there are no 2-chains, each 1-cycle is a homology class. 
Consider the mapping from vertices (or edges) of Gs which assigns to each 
vertex (or oriented edge) the A-term (or B-term) that it denotes; its linear 
extension, ~u 0 (or ~/1) is a map of Co(Gs) onto d s (or CI(Gs) onto Ns). The 
boundary map (4.1) assigns to the name of a B-term the name of its correction 
A-terms (3.1). Together with Theorems 1 and 2 this proves: 
THEOREM 3. The mappings 7% and 7ul are surjective, and 7' 1 (Z1 (Q))CJs.  I f  
s<2 dim(X)- 1, then these mappings are isomorphisms, and ~u amaps ZI(Gs) 
• lhkqL/ ~ p,'ikh 
1.hkk ~J-'kh 
lhk') w" X "l'ikh. 
hl[u,k] [u,h]ik h[u,l]k . . .  /'~.= ~\= , .k l [u ,h ]k [u , l ]h  [u,k]lh 
• hlk h,lk " \ [K~h'~_,_A| k'lh eklh hl,k~:.~----....hlK'[ ].=~ ~ ¢l-h 
hk..1 
hkl. khl. 
kh.l 
.hkl 
Fig.  2. 
k-h l  
I. -khl  
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isomorphically onto Js ;  that is, a basis for the torsion-free differential in- 
variants of  ha .... .  hs is the ~Pl-image of a basis for the 1-cycles in Gs. 
Among the 1-cycles in Gs are the simple (vertex disjoint) closed oriented 
paths. The formal expression for these assigns a coefficient + 1 to every formal 
B-term for an edge traversed in a direction coherent with its orientation, and 
-1  for every edge traversed in the opposite direction. These are the simple 
1-cycles. It is well-known that every 1-cycle is a linear combination of simple 
l-cycles. 
Figure 1 shows that G o and G1 have no 1-cycles, so there are no trace-free 
0-linear or linear trace-free differential invariants. Note for example that 
I®d(trace (h)) is linear and of type (1,2), but u®d(trace (h)) is not a B-term. 
All 1-cycles in Gz(h,k ) are multiples of a single one. The corresponding 
formula is 
(4.2) [h, k]u = [hu, k] - h [u, k] + [ku, h] - k[u, hi. 
This already shows how our graphical machinery can discover invariants. This 
one is known (it is (1.1) again), but in the next section we will find a new one 
from the cycle structure of G 3. 
5. THE CYCLE STRUCTURE OF G 3 
Determining a basis for the cycles in a graph is very similar to finding a basis 
for the space spanned by the row-vectors (the "row-space")  of a matrix. In the 
latter situation, find the first non-zero row, and identify a non-zero element in 
it, the "p ivot" .  Next, subtract from all lower rows such multiples of this row 
as to make the elements below the pivot all zero. Repeat the process with the 
matrix of all rows below this row. Every row which contained a pivot is an 
element of the basis; either the original or the modified form of the row may 
be used. Any rows that became zero due to the modifications were, in their 
original forms, linearly dependent on the rows above them. 
The above procedure could be literally applied to a matrix in which the rows 
represent a set of generators of the cycles of a graph, and the elements of a row 
the coefficients of the oriented edges that constitute the cycle. Instead, how- 
ever, one may perform the calculations in the graph itself; in that way it will 
keep track of the cycles without any prior listing of generators. In that case the 
procedure is: 
Find a cycle, and identify an edge supporting it (that has a non-zero coeffi- 
cient), the "p ivot" .  This cycle will be part of the basis. Now delete the pivot 
and any "hairs" ,  edges that have an endpoint not incident with any other edge 
of the graph. - Repeat until the graph is reduced to a point. 
Our procedure will be an intermediate one, because a list of cycles will be 
designated, and the maximum number of these is to be part of a basis. The 
procedure is then: 
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~ I([h,klu)l I 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 
"% [ih,k]u + [kh,lb I " ~ ' ~ .  l(h,k,1)u[ 
I - (t~,~.jo~h- ~t~.,~lu I 
.,~ t~.ll,u+lth.kl.. 1 
Fig. 7. Fig. 8. 
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Find a designated cycle C, and identify a supporting edge e, the "pivot". C 
will be part of the basis. Modify all other designated cycles that are supported 
by e, by subtracting such a multiple of C to make e non-supporting. If a desig- 
nated cycle becomes zero due to the modification, a linear dependence between 
designated cycles has been discovered. Now modify the graph by deleting the 
pivot and all hairs. Also, remove C and all vanishing designated cycles from 
the list of designated cycles. Repeat until all designated cycles have been 
exhausted. The remaining raph either consists of a single vertex, or it contains 
further cycles. A basis for these, supplemented by the basic cycles just found 
among the designated ones constitutes a basis of the cycles for the original 
graph. The relations between designated cycles are obtained from the zero 
(modified) cycles that were encountered. 
The graph to which we apply the construction of a basis is G3(h, k, l) ,  and 
the designated cycles are the 15 cycles that can be derived from the bilinear 
bracket (4.2). They are listed below, and one representative of each set has been 
drawn in Fig. 3 or 4. Hairs have been deleted from the graphs. (The notation 
and terminology may suggest we are talking about A-terms, B-terms and trace- 
free invariants, but we all know we mean character strings! In particular, the 
left sides of (5.1-5.9) below are just names of cycles.) 
(5.1) l [h,k]u=l[ku, h ] - lh [u ,k ]+ l [ku ,  h] - lk [u ,h]  (cycl.), 
(5.2) [h, kl lu = [klu, h] - h[lu, k] + [hi, k] - k[lu, hi (cycl.), 
(5.3) ([h, k]u)l = [hu, k ] l -  k[u, h]l + [ku, h ] l -  h[u, k]l (cycl.), 
[lh, k ]u = [ku, l]h + l[ku, h] - lh[u, k] 
(5.4) 
+ [Ihu, k] - kl[u, h] - k[u, l]h (cycl.), 
f -  [hl, k]u = [ku, h]l+ h[ku, l] - hl[u, k] 
(5.5) 
1 + [hlu, k] - kh[u, l] - k[u, h]l (cycl.). 
use (5.3) for the reduction by ([h,k]u)l, edge [hu, k]l (cycl.). This Now, 
modifies cycles (5.4) to another set 
(5.6) 
see Fig. 
Fig. 6, and 
(5.7) ( 
f [ln, k]u- ([k, l]u)h = [lu, k]h + kl[u, h] 
- [lhu, k] + lh[u, k] - lIku, h] - l[u, k]h (cycl.), 
5. Next, reduce by [hl, k]u, edge [ku, h]l (cycl.). This affects (5.6), see 
yields the set 
[lh, k]u + [kh, l]u - ([k, l]u)h 
= [khu, l] - lk[u, h] + l[ku, h] - lh[u, k] 
+ [lhu, k] - kl[u, h] + k[lu, h] -kh[u ,  l] (cycl.)° 
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The reduction by l[h, k]u, edge l[hu, k] (cycl.) affects both (5.7) and (5.2), and 
makes the modified cycles equal. Thus we have found a (previously known, see 
[5]) relation. One of the new cycles is shown in Fig. 7. 
[lh, k ]u + [kh, l]u - ([k, l]u)h - k[l, h ]u 
= [k, l]hu - l[h, k]u 
(5.8) 
= [khu, I] - Ik[u, h] + I[ku, h] 
- lh[u, k] + [lhu, k] - k[hu, I] (cycl.). 
These are the last remaining cycles. We choose edges lk[u, h] (cycl.) on these for 
reduction, and obtain the graph in Fig. 8, in which for clarity the hairs have 
not been removed. It has a single, new, cycle: 
(5.9) J1 (h, k, l)u = [Ihu, k] - kl[u, h] + [klu, h] - hk[u, l] + [hku, l] - lh[u, k]. 
In component notation: 
a Q K ~ ~o ~ Q K a x ~o a J~(h,k,I)~= E {k~haOel~-hekaOul~-l~Oa(hak~)+l~ax(hak~)}. 
cycl 
We have thus proved. 
THEOREM 4. The trace-free differential invariants o f  generic vector 1-forms 
h, k, 1 in a manifold o f  dimension >_ 3 form a 13-dimensional space. A basis is 
formed by any 4 o f  the 5 sets (5.1-5), and (5.9). The relations between (5.1-5) 
have as a basis 
(5.10) f [lh, k]u+[kh, l ]u - [ l , k ]hu- ( [ l , k ]u )h  
= k[h, l]u + l[h, k]u (cycl.). 
Regarding lower dimensional spaces, the one-dimensional case is very simple. 
A vector 1-form is just a scalar function, and the B-terms hk. dl (cycl.) form 
a basis of ~3 =J3 .  The case of surfaces is discussed in Section 7. 
6.  SYMMETRIES  
The graphs have, so far, been used as convenient book-keeping devices 
though the reductions performed in them have been parallelled by actual 
formulas. The proof that only one cycle remained after the reduction was done 
graphically; a non-visual parallel argument would have been much more 
troublesome. (When we deal with G4, a non-visual method may well be 
inevitable.) 
We are now going to use some of the geometric symmetries of the drawings 
of G3, to derive symmetry properties related to J1. The automorphisms of (33 
are visible in Fig. 2 as rotations over 120 ° and reflections in 3 axes, through 
the center O of rotation (not shown). We are interested in the winding numbers 
around O of cycles, and observe from Figs. 3, 4 and 8: 
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LEMMA 3. The cycles (5.1-5) have winding number 0 around O; cycle (5.9) 
has winding number - 1. I f  a cycle has winding number w around O, then its 
expression in terms of  a basis from (5.1-5,9) contains Jl (h, k, l)u with coeffi- 
cient - w. 
REMARK. The fact that the cycles (5.1-5) have winding number 0 (which was 
obvious from Figs. 3 and 4), and that G 3 contains cycles of non-zero winding 
number (which is obvious from Fig. 2) already showed that at least one new 
cycle would be found. 
It is obvious from both (5.9) and Fig. 8 that Jl(h,k,l) is invariant under 
cyclic permutation of h, k, l. We now investigate the relationship to Jl(k, h, l) 
obtained by the interchange of h, k, or graphically, by reflection in a vertical 
line through O. Since Jl(k,h,l) has winding number + 1, it follows that 
Ja(h, k, l)u + Jl(k, h, l)u has winding number 0, and is expressible in terms of 
the cycles (5.1-5). In fact, Fig. 7 contains both Jl(h, k, l)u and Jl(k, h, l)u, and 
if the edges Ih[u, k] (cycl.) had been deleted instead of lk[u, h] (cycl.), then 
Jl(k,h,l)u would have been the remaining cycle. A further examination of 
Fig. 7 (or direct calculation) yields 
J l (h,k, l )+) l (k,h, l )  = 2 {[h,k]l+h[k,l]}. 
cycl 
Thus, the difference 
(6.1) 
J2(h, k, l)u = J1 (h, k, l)u - J1 (k, h, l)u 
=2Jl(h,k, l)u- ~ {[h,k]I+h[k,l]}u 
cycl 
= ~ sgn {[hku, l]-hk[u, ll} 
perm 
(sgn=signature of permutation of {h,k,l}) has winding number -2 .  This 
shows 
THEOREM 5. The trace-free differential invariant J2 of vector 1-forms h, k, l 
defined by (6.1) is skew-symmetric in h, k, l and, together with (5.1-5), consti- 
tutes a set of generators of J3 in a manifold of dimension >_ 3. 
Any member t(u) of J3  is a vector 1-form which depends qs(X)-linearly on 
u. The vector field t(u, o) = t(u)v thus depends q~(X)-bilinearly on u and v, and 
the symmetry properties of t(u, v) in u and o may be of interest. The generators 
(5.1, 4, 5) are skew-symmetric in u, v, while for (5.2, 3) we have ([h,k]u)lv= 
= -([h,  k]lo)u. The symmetry nature of Jl(h, k, l)(u, v) is obtained by compu- 
tation: 
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f 
J~'(h, k, l)(u, o) = Jl(h, k, l)(o, u) 
= ~ {[hko, l]u-chk[o,l]u} 
cycl 
= Y. {[hko, lu]-l[hko, u]-hk[o, lu]+hkl[o,u]} 
cycl 
(6.2) = ~ { - [lu, hko] + l[u, hko] + hk[lu, o] - hkl[u, o]} 
cycl 
= ~ {-  [lu, h]ko-h[lu, k]o-hk[lu,  o] +l[u,h]ko 
cycl 
+ lh[u, k] + lhkIu, o] + hk[lu, o] - hkl[u, o]} 
= Y~ {-[ lu,  h]k-h[ lu,  k]+l[u,h]k+lh[u,k]}o. 
cycl 
Jl*(h, k, l)u is drawn in Fig. 9. Its winding number is -1 ,  so Jl*(h, k, l )u -  
- J l (h ,  k, l)u has winding number 0, and is therefore expressible in (5.1-5). 
One finds (see Fig. 4) 
J l * (h,k, l )u- J l (h,k, l )u= - [hk, l]u; 
cycl 
that is 
J l (h ,k , l ) (o ,u ) - J l (h ,k , l ) (u ,o )= - 
cycl 
Therefore, 
[hk, I](u, o). 
(6.3) 
J3 (h, k, l)(u, o) = J1 (h, k, l)(u, o) + Jl ( h, k, l)(o, u) 
=2Jl(h,k,l)(u,o ) -  Y. [hk, l](u,o) 
cycl 
= • { [hku, l] - l[ku, h] - [ku, l]h + k[u, l]h}o, 
cycl 
or in index notation 
(6.4) 
f t¢ a Lo /¢ Cr ~o /¢ ~o /¢ o" J3(h,k,l)u ~ = ]~ {kuh~Ool~ +k~h,,aQl u -l~Oo(k~k u) 
cycl 
Q K a ~ eric ~o aK  - l~ O~(k~ k~ ) + (Oah~)k u l~ + (Ouh~)k ~l~ }, 
is symmetric in u, o and cyclically symmetric in h,k, l. It is drawn in Fig. 10. 
THEOREM 6. The trace-free differential invariant J3 given by (6.3) /s sym- 
metric in its vector arguments and, together with (5.1-5) constitutes a set o f  
generators of  J3 in manifolds o f  dimension >_ 3. 
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Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10. 
The symmetries can be combined: 
THEOREM 7. The trace-free differential invariant J4 defined by 
f J4(h, k, l)u = J3(h, k, l)u - J3(k, h, l)u 
(6.5) = ~ sgn {[hku, l ] -  [hu, k]l+h[ku, l] +h[u,k]l} 
perm 
is skew-symmetric in h, k, l; J4(h, k, l)(u, o) is symmetric in u, o. Furthermore, 
J4(h, k,I)=0. J4(h, k, l)u, supplemented by (5.1-5)generates ~3 in manifolds 
of dimension >_ 3. 
The drawing of J4 is obtained by adding to J3 (Fig. 10) its mirror image with 
reversed orientation. Thus J4 uses all but six of the edges in the hair-free G3, 
and the edges are oriented so as to constitute one consistent clockwise flow 
around O. 
7. TWO DIMENSIONS 
According to a theorem of Amitsur and Levitzki [1] the (2n)! products of any 
2n matrices with n rows and n columns are linearly dependent. For n = 2 this 
is easy to show directly. 
LEMMA 4. The 24-term identity 
(7.1) ~ sgn (zOA~o)An(2)A~(3)A~(4)=O 
neS4 
holds for all 2 × 2 matrices A1 ..... A4, and this relation is (up to a factor) the 
only linear dependence between the terms in (7.1). 
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PROOF. It suffices to show (7.1) for unit 2×2 matrices Eij (see section 2). If 
any of them appears twice among A 1 ..... A4, the left side of (7.1) vanishes 
trivially. The following are the only products of four distinct unit matrices that 
are not zero 
Ell E12E22E21, E12E22E21Ell , E22E21Ell E12, E21Ell E12E22. 
The first two equal E n and appear in (7.1) with opposite signs; the other two 
equal E22 and also appear with opposite signs. The relation (7.1) is unique (up 
to a factor) because the above argument shows that for any coefficients {c(n)} 
of a linear relation, c (n )=-c (n ' )  when n 'n - I  is a cyclic permutation of 
4 elements. Since these cyclic permutations generate $4, we have c(n)= 
= sgn (n'n-1)c(n') in general. [] 
LEMMA 5. There is a linear relation between the A-terms in d 3 (h, k, l) for any 
two-dimensional manifold; it is unique up to a constant factor for generic h, k, l: 
sgn(n) n(h)n(k)n(l)n(o) = O. 
perm (h,k, l ,°)  
The corresponding O-chain in G 3 is the boundary of the l-chain 
(7.2) Jo(h,k,l)u= ~ sgn {[u,h]kl+hk[u,l]}. 
perra (h, k,/) 
Any other 1-chain with the same boundary differs from (7.2) by a 1-cycle 
in G 3. 
PROOF. Assign the value sgn(n) to vertex n(h)n(k)n(l)n(°) of G3; inspection 
of G 3 (Fig. 2) identifies this 0-chain as the boundary of (7.2). More formally, 
by (4.1) 
OJo(h,k,l)u= E sgn {O[u,h]kl+Ohk[u,l]} 
perm (h, k, l) 
= ~ sgn { -  *hk l+h*  k l -hk*  l+hkl,} 
perm (h, k, I) 
= E sgn(n) n(h)n(k)n(l)n(*). [] 
perm (h, k, l, o) 
LEMMA 6. The generators {Bn, p,q} of ~3 in two-dimensional space are 
linearly independent. 
PROOF. By enumeration. We observe that the 36 B-terms consist of three 
groups of terms, according to whether they contain a factor [. . . ,hi]  , for 
i--1,2, 3. A cyclic permutation of hi, h2, h a gets from one of these groups to 
another. We deal with just one of them, and choose our data so that only terms 
with [ .... h3] are involved. We take u=O/Ox 1, ha=x 1 times an E-matrix, and 
hi, ha E-matrices, so as to produce values of the B-terms that show their linear 
independence. Table 1 provides the details. [] 
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h 1 
h 2 
h 3 
= 
I 
= X ° 
El2 E22 
E22 El2 
E21 E21 
Tab le  1 .  
E22 Ell Ell El2 Ell E22 El2 E21 
Ell E22 El2 Ell E22 Ell E21 El2 
E21 E21 E22 E22 El2 El2 E22 E22 
hlh2[u,h 3 ] 
h2hl[U,h 3 ] 
hl[U,h3]h 2 
h2[u,h3]h I 
[u,h3]hlh 2 
[u,h3]h2h I 
h2[hlU,h 3 ] 
[hlU,h3]h 2 
hl[h2u,h 3 ] 
[h2u,h3]h I 
[hlh2U,h 3 ] 
[h2hlU,h 3 ] 
Ell 
El1 
E22 
E22 
E22 
E22 
El2 E22 
E12 E22 
E21 E12 El1 
E21 El2 
E21 El2 
El2 
E21 E12 
E22 
El2 
E22 
Ell 
E22 
E22 
THEOREM 8. The space oq3 of trace-free differential invariants of  generic 
vector 1-forms h, k, l in a manifoM of  two dimensions i 14-dimensional. A basis 
is formed by any 4 of  the 5 sets (5.1-5), and (5.9) and (7.2). The relations 
between the generators have (5.10) as a basis. 
PROOF. By Lemma 6 the B-terms are l inearly independent.  Hence, by the 
reduct ion per formed to prove Theorem 4, the cycles (5.1-5.9) generate a sub- 
space of  J3 ,  with (5.10) as the relations between them. The sum of  B-terms 
(7.2) is l inearly independent of  these, being the only generator  among the set 
that  is not a cycle in G 3. In fact, the edges in G 3 (Fig. 2) that support  J0 are 
precisely the ones that do not support  J4- • 
The component  expression for J0(h, k, 1) is 
l K t ~ Jo(h, k, )uZ = E sgn {(3,h~)k~l~+ h~k~3, l~}. 
perm (h, k, l)  
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